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According to a well-known philosophical tale invented by Putnam, before the development of modern
chemistry, Oscar and his counterpart in twin-earth, twin-Oscar, may very well be in two qualitatively identical mental
states and yet refer to different things when they use the word "water", for when this is uttered by Oscar, it refers to
H20, whereas it refers to XYZ as it is used by twin-Oscar. The intended moral is that the meaning of natural kind
terms cannot be something which at the same time is in the head and determines reference.

Kaplan has proposed an analogous case for indexicals by considering two twins, Castor and (the slightly
younger) Pollux, in qualitatively identical mental states when they both utter: ‘I am older than my brother’. Kaplan
uses this example to support his referentialist thesis according to which, roughly, an indexical contributes its referent
to the proposition expressed by the sentence in which the indexical in question is embedded. For if Castor and
Pollux themselves are constituents of the two relevant propositions expressed by the two twins, i.e., roughly, and ,
then the older twin expresses a true proposition and the younger one a false one, as required. Such propositions
cannot however be viewed as meanings in the heads of Castor's and Pollux', since qua entities with ordinary objects
as constituents, they cannot be considered as narrow contents of propositional attitudes.

I argue that Kaplan's case can be dealt with otherwise, in a way that preserves the intuitive Fregean
identification of meaning as what is in the head with meaning as referent-determinant. We can propose that Castor's
and Pollux' respective statements express two distinct propositions involving as constituents not so much the two
twins in flesh and blood, but two descriptive contents corresponding to them and involving mental particulars
functioning as "private" self-representations (in a sense that can be clarified by appealing to Gestalt psychology). By
being particulars, the relevant self-representations, one for Castor and the other for Pollux, are numerically different:
roughly, one is in Castor's head and the other in Pollux' head. Yet, in keeping with the initial assumption that Castor
and Pollux are in qualitatively identical mental states the two mental particulars can be taken to be qualitatively
identical (Leibniz's principle of the identity of indiscernibles is not a necessary truth). The descriptive contents
involving these mental particulars as constituents can be viewed at the same time as things that are in the head and
that determine referents. In Kaplan's case study, two distinct referents, Castor and Pollux, are determined by two
distinct descriptive contents. Roughly, this is so, because Castor's descriptive content involves, for some g, the
property 'represented by g', where g is Castor's particular self-representation (at the time of the relevant utterance)
and clearly this property is univocally exemplified by Castor alone; the same can be said, mutatis mutandis, for
Pollux.

No such move is however required in dealing with Putnam's story. For Kaplan's example is based on the
genuine pre-theoretical datum that an I-token refers to the speaker, which forces us to admit that Castor's and
Pollux' statements express different propositions. But it is not similarly pre-theoretically obvious, as Putnam wants
us to believe, that Oscar's ‘water’ and twin-Oscar's ‘water’ have different referents, such as the set of drops of H20 in
the one case and the set of drops of XYZ in the other case. Consider the alternative option of assigning the same
referent to both instances of ‘water’, say, the union of the sets of drops of H20 and the set of drops of XYZ. Putnam's
‘two-referents’ assumption and its ‘one-referent’ rival (or parallel ones in terms of natural kinds or natural universals
and the like) are equally theoretical rather than pre-theoretical, and thus Putnam's case cannot be considered as a
datum that should force us to reconsider the Fregean equation, determinant of meaning = what is in the head. To
think otherwise is to beg the question against the Fregean conception. Thus, there is no need to save the Fregean
view in this case by appealing to private mental particulars, like the ones considered above in relation to Kaplan's
case. This is fortunate for the Fregean view, because it is plausible to regard natural kind terms as having an
intersubjective meaning. But this intersubjectivity can hardly be maintained if private mental particulars are taken to
be constituents of their meanings.


